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ABSTRACT

The role of packaging management is taking on an

increasingly

crucial role as an aid to the success of companies today.

This is a

case study on the Functional Packaging Management (FPM) organizations
of two companies in different industries.

The case study examines the

structure

examines

of

the

two

functions,

responsibilities, and activities.

and

their

missions,

This information is formulated into

a definition of FPM for each company.

The definitions are

then

compared to each other and to a literature theorized definition.
The knowledge gained by this case study illustrates that several
factors such as the product/market served, alignment in the company,
and top management influences can control the organizational structure
and responsibilities of packaging management.
specific
literature

parameters
of

recommendations

an

abundance

packaging
for

further

of

By examining FPM under

knowledge

management.
studies will

is

The

to

conclusions

hopefully

awareness of the capabilities of packaging management.

added

lead to a

the
and
new

l1l
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I.

INTRODl ~ CTION

Packaging is playing an increasingly crucial role in the success
of corporations today, as a marketer seeking to stimulate consumers to
"purchase me", taking the lead in cost-cutting and cost-saving,

and

providing an effective means by which a product is transported to the
end user without suffering degradation or damage.
As

packaging's

activities,
more

importance

and organizations

camp 1ex.

effective 1y

The

manage

increases

to

the

corporation,

the

required to develop packaging become

corporation
packaging.

is

compe 11 ed

The

management

to
of

organize

to

packaging

or

packaging management then becomes an area of vital importance.
This study is concerned with one method corporations utilize to
manage packaging. The packaging function/department will be analyzed
and issues prevalent in packaging management will be examined.

A.

ORGANIZATIONAL APPROACHES
There are several different organizational approaches a company

may

use

to

manage

committee,

packaging.

packaging

These

can

include

the

director/coordinator,

packaging
packaging

function/department, or packaging consultant.(l,2,3,4,5,6)
The approach used by a company may depend upon the size of the
company,

number

of

consumer,

industrial,

situation

becomes

products,

more

or

military,
complex,

type

of

packaging

pharmaceutical,
the

more

market

etc.).

involved

As

management

(ie.
the
of

packaging becomes.
The coflllli t tee approach is one in which a number of i nd i vi dua 1s
from various divisions or functions within the company usually meet on
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some type of recurring basis in order to arrive at desired packaging
decisions and activities.

These members more than likely come from

marketing, engineering, operations, purchasing, and distribution, and
may hold titles as high as vice-president.(2,3,7)
This approach has the advantage of utilizing the skills of each of
its members to arrive at decisions which meet the overall goals and
objectives of the company.

However,

disadvantages occur because the

members do not meet on an everyday basis and
responsibilities.

have other primary

Earlier this method was quite popular but is being

used to a lesser extent today.(3)
The

packaging director/coordinator

is

individually assigned

complete the necessary activities of packaging.

to

He may work with or

on a committee as described above and supply the necessary technical
information used for decision making.
director and coordinator

A' di st i net ion

is made between

in that the director has decision making

power whereas the coordinator works as a liaison with others.(3)
If the packaging needs of a company are small, then the packaging
consultant may be used.

A possible disadvantage could occur with this

approach, because the consultant may not be fully aware of the needs
of the company.

However, this is partially offset by the experience

the consultant possesses.
A more recent trend is the packaging function/department in which
a

separate organization within

packaging management.

the company

performs

the tasks

of

This is re 1a ted to the director approach,

in

that the head of the function is usually a director, who now has at
his

disposal

a

wide

management of packaging.

range

of

talents

available

for

the

proper

B.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
This

paper

Management"?

is

focused

on

"What

is

Functional

Packaging

Lansdale(8) says the packaging function may be defined

as:
"constituting those activities that assure that optimum
packaging is being developed and provided to satisfy
marketing, manufacturing, and distribution needs.
It is
primarily a service activity, responsible for advising and
servicing those departments using packages."
This study attempts to

identify the activities Lansdale refers to,

explore the organizational structure from which they are carried out,
and define Functional Packaging Management (FPM) in the framework of a
conventional management definition.
FPM

will

be

defined

utilizing

a

definition

of

management

Thierauf, Klekamp, and Geeding,(9) which fs as follows:
"The process of allocating an organization's inputs (human and
economic resources) by p 1ann i ng, organizing, directing, and
controlling for the purpose of producing outputs (goods and
services) desired by its customers so that organization
objectives are accomplished.
In the process, work is
performed with and through organization personnel in an
ever-changing business environment.
They further define:
Planning
the determination of the plans, strategies,
programs, policies, procedures, and standards to accomplish
desired organization objectives.
Organizing
the development of the proper organization
structure to facilitate the successful accomplishment of
predetermined objectives, plans, etc.
Directing - the stimulation and motivation of organization
personnel
to undertake prescribed action according to
predetermined objectives, plans, etc.
Contra 11 i ng - the assurance that directed action is taking
place according to predetermined objectives, plans, etc., and
within the confines of the organization structure."

by
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C.

STATEMENT OF THE PURPOSE
Packaging's role in the corporation is becoming more important and

critical

to their success,

leading to formal

packaging management

organizations being structured within the corporation,
packaging

function.

specialization.

Packaging

Management

(PM)

such as the

then

becomes

a

If this is to continue and PM is to grow at a level

equal to that of marketing, engineering, or manufacturing, then a body
of 1 iterature devoted to PM must be developed,

in order to present

findings, provide insight and compel further study in the field.

This

research is a small part of that effort.

D.

BASIS FOR THE STUDY
The

importance

of

packaging

to

a

company's

survival

becomes

evident when one ventures down the local grocery store aisle and sees
the thousands of packages that contain products.

An organization will

turn to their packaging organization to provide a package which stands
out on the shelf, beckoning the consumer to "Buy Me".

Squeezable

plastic salad dressing bottles for convenience, and metallized films
and

foils

showing

bright

attractive

graphics

are

examples

which

illustrate this point.
The importance of packaging i s not 1 i mi ted to increasing sa 1e s ,
but is often considered as an area of cost reduction or savings.
Light-weight aluminum cans are a prime example of this .
the

amount

of

metal

used

distribution costs decrease.

in

the

cans

and

lids,

By reducing
material

and

But, as the cans become thinner and the

1 ine speeds on beer and beverage 1 ines increase the probabi 1 ity of
package failure also increases.

This places a heavy burden on PM to

5

try and meet the cost savings while still providing a package capable
of meeting production and quality requirements.
A

most

occurring

discomforting

today,

the

example

growing

packaging's

importance

is

"tamper

evident"

or

one can read about

instances

of

importance

Frequently

resistant packaging.

of

of

threat of tamper with a product or package, tampering which may lead
to

serious

Corporations must

illness or death.

organization

which

can

respond

to

this

have a

challenge,

packaging

quickly

and

effectively.
In 1980, the Packaging Industry was valued at approximately $25
Billion.

In

1985

this

tremendous

increase

materials,

processes,

figure

in five

increased

short years.

technologies,

and

to
This

methods

$55

Billion.(lO)

implies
are

A

that more

available

for

solutions of packaging problems like those ' described above, as well as
for innovation in packaging.
Packaging's relation to profit potential is given consideration by
W.W. Finn.(11) He states:
"In addition, packaging is one of the few areas left for
profit improvement . . . Packaging, however holds a key to many
companies to this problem of profit improvement. By the same
token, it offers challenges to those companies which, in their
particular industries, wish to be among the most dynamic in
terms of accepting the bright new concepts which the packaging
industry now offers."
In conclusion, packaging is one of the most complex functions of
business today(3) and, as these examples attest, the environment of PM
has changed dramatically.

As such it becomes an important and valid

issue to analyze FPM under the parameters of the study.
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E.

METHODS
This

work

different

will

follow a

companies.

The

case study approach of two

packaging functions

determine each company•s definition of FPM.

will

be

markedly

analyzed

One company is

beer industry and the other in the consumer foods industry.

to

in the

This will

lend itself well to a comparison of their activities.

F.

LIMITATIONS TO THE STUDY
There

are

considered

two

limitations.

organizations.
However this
involved

important

As

First,

such

limitation

in packaging;

aspects

no
is

the

of

study

statistical

This

study

will

which

include

inferences

offset because

only

can

each company

can

be
is

be
two

made.
heavily

it is a major part of their doing business.

Further each company is recognized as a
industries.

this

combination

leader

should provide an

in their respective
excellent

scenario

with which to analyze FPM.
Second, the study only concerns itself with FPM, thus ignoring the
other approaches to PM.

However it wou 1d appear that the packaging

function provides the best look at packaging management and its many
activities.
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II. ITITRJ\TlJRI : RI-:VII·:W

A.

GENERAL
The search for 1 iterature on packaging,

and FPM turned up few

references devoted specifically to the topic as described
study.

Most

sources

presented

general

discussions

on

in

this

packaging

management.
A good discussion

on management

presented by Raphae 1 & 011 son. ( 3)
a v a i 1 ab 1 e to manage packaging,
department.

of

the

packaging

function

is

They present the vari_ous methods

such as by commit tee,

director,

and

They also provide good discussion on package development,

and package development timetables.
Organizational

approaches

were

give~

considerable attention

by

Deming.(!) He performed a study utilizing mail-out questionnaires, and
extensive

case

organizations.
of

studies

that

showed

the

diversity

of

packaging

He states, "that there is no firmly established norm

packaging organization within

various

companies.

with

the

result that packaging is indeed a variegated function 11 •
This thought is echoed further by Barlow(2) who suggests ways on
Barlow makes

Mr.

how to organize effectively within a company.

strong case for organization of packaging under procurement.

a

In his

discussion he also recognizes three distinct sections of packaging;
package

research

procurement.

and

deve 1opment,

Little,{18)

also

organizations by realizing that ...
of corporate strategy. 11

package

offers

design,

insights

and

into

package
packaging

"it cuts across the total spectrum

He offers an

important

insight that

11

top

X

management

should

control

organizational

biases

in

order

that

packaging's maximum contribution to the company can be realized."
FPM is given in-depth consideration by Lansdale.(8)

He identifies

and develops a checklist which a packaging department may use to see
if it is operating effectively.

He defines the packaging function in

part by saying that it is primarily a service function.

Anthony , (l9)

a 1 so presents a check 1 i st which can be used for a more productive
packaging department.

The checklist includes:

1.

Include packaging in strategic planning

2.

Position packaging properly in an organization

3.

Employ quality people

4.

Assign needed resources and supplies

5.

Run department by mission and objectives

6.

Give credit where and when due
Packaging's

close

relationship

to

marketing

is

given

in-depth

discussion by Guss,(4) Nickles & Jolson,(l3) and Margulies.(l4) they
develop the relationship of packaging as a marketing tool and provide
many examples attesting to that fact.

They also represent the view

that packaging could be aligned under the wing of marketing.
Some of the functional packaging management activities which were
recognized from the

literature and which will

be

included

in

the

literature FPM definition are:
-developing

new

ideas,

cost

control,

development

of

new

methods,

materials, and improvements, and competitive packaging analysis(8)
-problem

solving,

material

specification,

procurement, machinery specifying and purchase(2)
-long range planning, packaging testing(3)

design,

materials

B.

IMPORTANT ISSUES
There

are

several

issues

that

have

been

identified

in

the

literature as being important to, or pose a potential problem for,
successful packaging management.

PM and its corresponding development

activities require close contact and interaction from many areas in a
company.

These areas cou 1d inc 1ude 1ega 1 , production, engineering,

marketing, purchasing, and distribution, to name a few.

It is this

interdisciplinary nature of packaging that is of issue.(2,3,7)
Interdisciplinary is an issue in an of itself, but it also gives
rise

to

other

potential

issues

such

as

communications.(5,17,20)

Obviously good communications are required for
management.

successful

packaging

But this issue also holds true for communications with

top management and suppliers as well.
How

the

packaging
is

function

crucial

that

is

the

perceived
other

is

areas

another

potential

which the

packaging

issue.

It

function

interacts with have a good perception and understanding of

the expertise that they provide.(3,17,20)
Timing(3)

is also an

issue in successful

packaging management.

Package development can be a time consuming process,
three to

five years to camp 1ete.

undesirable

or

unachievable

often taking

Marketing or others

time

requirements

on

may

the

p 1ace

packaging

function in the course of packaging development.
Decision

processes

and

their

complexity

were

recognized

Barker(15,16) in 1962, and more recently by Maguire.(12)
case

study

packaging

application
technology

as

Maguire
process

technologies as product driven.

identified
driven,

development
and

by

Through a
of

development

a

new

of

old

More importantly he recognizes that

Ill

conflicts do exist within packaging management decision processes and
recorrvnends further study in the area of packaging management.

This

issue will also be addressed as to what types of decision capacity the
packaging function has, ie.

recommending, endorsing, or terminal.(21)

For instance the packaging function may recommend to a superior that a
new package is good or bad, and the superior may agree or endorse.
Then the terminal decision would refer to the ultimate acceptance or
nonacceptance of the subsequent recommendation and endorsement by the
final decision maker.
The previously mentioned issues were shown to be related to the
interdisciplinary
related,

nature of packaging.

but have been

Two

issues which

identified as keys to successful

are

not

packaging

management are resources(3, 8, 19) and long range planning.(3,8,19,20)

C.

DEFINING FUNCTIONAL PACKAGING MANAGEMENT
Functional packaging management is generally organized with four

distinct areas:

package design, package development, package R

&

D,

and package procurement.(2,3)
Package design is i nvo 1ved in the design of packages to include
aesthetics,

graphics,

structure,

functionality,

heavy bearing on consumer appeal.
communication

aspect

justifiably so,

of

packaging.

etc., which have a

Basically this area deals with the
The

literature suggests,

that this component of packaging management

and

should

have a very close relationship with marketing(4,13,20)
Packaging R

&0

takes into account the vast materials, processes

and methods which can be used to provide a package suitable for the
purpose of containment, performance, and protection.

This area may

II

also concern itself with the development of package testing equipment,
and specifying package machinery.(2,3)
Package development is probably the most active and diversified of
the four areas.
service,

This area is involved in the development of packages,

specification writing, plant problem solving, and supplier

liaison to name a few activities.

Specification writing and control

has been listed as a separate area withing the packaging function by
one source,

and was probably

its

primary

initial

activity.(l5,16)

Service has also been argued to be the primary function, and according
to the more recent literature, is a very important aspect of packaging
management. (8)
Package procurement is involved in the securing and purchasing of
package materials or packages .

Generally they keep in close contact

with suppliers of packaging materials and with corporate procurement.
One author even presents the argument that PM should be aligned under
corporate procurement.(2)
Based on the review of the l i terature,
under general

management terms,

FPM can now be defined

and the activities can be grouped

according to the four functions.
Functional Packaging Management:
The

process

function,

of

assigned

allocating
personnel

an

organization • s

and budgeted

inputs

resources)

(packaging

by planning,

organizing, directing, and contra 11 i ng for the purpose of producing
outputs

(package

material

procurement,

development,

package design)

purchasing,

operations,

desired by

traffic,

package
its

R & 0,

customers

distribution,

etc.,)

package

(marketing,
so

that

organization objectives (profit, increased sales, quality, etc.,) are
accomplished .

In the process work is performed in an ever-changing

12

business environment.

Activities of the four functions are presented

in Table I.
Table I.

ACTIVITIES OF THE FOUR FUNCTIONS: LITERATURE

PLANNING

CONTROLLING

DIRECTING

ORGANIZING

New Materials
Package Audit
Long Range Planning
Supplier Liaison

Specification
Hriting
Supplier liaison
Testing
Cost Control
Cost Avoidance
Plant support
Problem Solving
Package Audit
Communications
Design
Package Machine
Purchase/Specifying

Supplier Liaison
Decision Making
Problem Solving

Functional
Organization

D.

CONCLUSION
This review provides a sound base to formulate a definition of FPM

in a genera 1 management framework.
activities

It recognizes general areas and

relevant to packaging management.

Further,

it suggests

many variations on how packaging can be organized and where it reports
to

in

a

company.

communications, timing,

The

issues

which

include

perceptions, resources,

interdisciplinary,

long range planning,

and decision processes, have been identified as important criteria for
successful packaging management.

III.

A.

\-tO DEI , DEVFI . OP:VtL~T

CONCEPTUAL MODEL
The model for this case study is shown in Figure 1.

defined

under

the

framework

of

the

previously

FPM has been

stated

general

management definition and important issues from the literature have
been

identified .

This

literature

based

FPM

definition

compared and contrasted with each company FPM definition.
company

FPM definition

will

be

compared and

will

Then each

contrasted with

other.

THEORIZED QEE(NIDON
AND (SSUES

FUNCTIONAL PACKAGING
MANAGEMENT

BEER COMPANY
DERNffiON
·ORGANIZATION CHART
-JOB DESCRIPTIONS
-INTERVIEWS/QUESTIONNAIRE

Figure 1. Conceptual Model

be

CONSUMER EOOQS
COMPANY QEEINIDON
-ORGANIZATION CHART
-JOB DESCRIPTIONS
-I NTERVIEWS/QUESTIONNAIRE

each
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B.

METHODOLOGY
Determining the FPM definition at both companies was accomplished

by

reviewing

interviewing

job
key

descriptions

and

organizational

members

the

packaging

of

charts,

function's

and
The

by
job

descriptions provided primary responsibilities and activities which
the packaging function are responsible for.

The organizational charts

provided the alignment of the packaging function within the company.
The information collected during the interviews aided in determining
the

motivation

for

the

packaging function.

responsibilities

and

activities

of

the

The interviews also provided more activities and

situations where they apply .
Those

interviewed at

section managers,

the beer

and special

company

included the

projects coordinator.

director,

The packaging

function at the beer company a 1so provided various documents which
describes some of their activities and projects.
consumer foods company were the director,

Interviewed at the

laboratory managers,

and

group leaders of each laboratory.
A questionnaire was used for the interviews and is included in the
appendix of this report.
from the
issues

1 iterature.

during

the

The questionnaire also included the issues
Key members were asked to respond to these

interviews,

function and company.

as

they

apply

to

their

packaging

The response to the issues was used as an aid

to define FPM and for comparison between the ~wo companies.
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C.

CONCLUSION
Defining

FPM

for

each

company

in

general

management

terms,

comparing these to a literature definition and then to each other, and
discussing
practice.

issues
It

relevant

also

serves

in

the

literature,

to

enhance and

compares

increase the

theory

to

available

1 i terature on PM, thus answering the prob 1em of the study and aiding
also in generating data for the purpose of the study.

If>

IV . RLS lJ LTS

A.

RESULTS FROM THE BEER COMPANY

1.

Background.

The packaging function is positioned in a major

midwestern beer company which is a subsidiary of a large corporation .
The beer company se 11 s severa 1 different brands of beer packaged in
aluminum cans, glass bottles, and kegs.
Prior

to

Engineering,

1982

the

packaging

function

was

known

as

Packaging

it was a 1 i gned under and reported to a Container Group

within the Corporation.

The packaging

function

staffed with five individuals led by a manager,

at that

time

was

and was primarily

responsible for packaging materials specification.
In 1982 the packaging function was r.eorganized and assigned to the
beer company as Package Planning and Development.

The reorganization

was made in part as an effort to escalate packaging cost savings at
the company, and because most of the work the packaging function was
responsible for was in support of the company.
The packaging function currently operates under the Administration
Division

of

the

company,

and

is

directly

aligned

under

the

Productivity Improvement Group. (Figure 2)

2.

Mission. Responsibilities and Activities of FPM.

This section

is based on the combination of results from the company data (job
descriptions) and personnel interviews.
The packaging function is composed of five sections that report to
the Director of Packaging:

1) primary packaging cans, 2) secondary
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Figure 2. Organizational Chart - The Beer Company Packaging Function
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packages, 3) non-beer packaging, 4) primary packaging glass, kegs, and
5) special projects.
Primary
secondary

packaging

cans,

packaging

share

primary
four

packaging

major

areas

glass,
of

kegs,

and

responsibility:

packaging cost reduction, package development (sales-stimulating, new,
improved),
control.

service,

and

packaging

specification

Secondary packaging has the additional

development

and

responsibility of

minimizing write-offs of obsolete packaging inventories throughout the
company.

Non-beer packaging shares the same responsibilities except

in support of other corporate subsidiaries.

In addition, -the non-beer

section manager has responsibility for investigation and development ·
of new long term packaging technologies which could have an impact on
the

total

corporation

and

supervision

of

the

packaging

function

testing lab.
The special projects section is

re~ponsible

for:

-coordination between the packaging function and all company divisions
that are

involved in high priority projects so that planned time

schedules and projected cost reductions are met
-monitoring special projects within the packaging function
-providing assistance to the director and other sections
This section strives to improve the communication lines to all company
divisions and corporate subsidiaries.
The director

is charged with providing overall

leadership of the packaging function

direction

and

in order that the overriding

mission of providing the lowest cost package while maintaining the
quality image and standards of the company.

The director and section

leaders have the responsibility for managing, planning, and budgeting

Jl)

to meet this goal.

In addition all members of the packaging function

take part in project work to accomplish the primary responsibilities.
Packaging function members serve on or chair severa 1 packaging
committees and task forces.

Some of these are long term can/1 id

light- weighting, packaging material cost reduction, lid task force,
and glass light-weighting.
Some

activities

which

occur

in

support

of

the

primary

responsibilities and are common to each section include:
-plant support and problem so 1vi ng at the plant and operations 1eve 1
(service)
-problem solving at the wholesaler and supplier level (service)
-conduct 1aboratory and fie 1d package testing (package deve 1opment,
service)
- lab and field package testing in

assi~tance

to quality assurance for

supplier materials qualification (service)
-development of specialized testing equipment (specifications)
-evaluation of competitive(or) packages
-visits

to

i nternat ion a 1

and

maintenance

supp 1i ers

of

research

relations
and

with

deve 1opment

domestic
1abs,

and

at tend

technical seminars, · shows, and review of technical material (package
development)
-supplier liaison
-review of legislative processes and material which may have an impact
on company operations.
Primary

packaging

glass,

kegs

also develops

specifications, and is involved in
development.

speciali~ed

and controls
packag~ng

pallet

machinery
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a.
stimulus

Determinates of Primary Responsibilities.
that distinguishes

the

four

The motivation or

previous mentioned areas

as

primary responsibilities of the packaging function are given in the
following paragraphs.
Cost reduction is motivated by two factors.
function

is

implication
reduction

aligned directly under
usually

of

associated

costs.

Thus

Productivity

with
cost

opportunities

amount
for

of

packaging

reduction

improvement

becomes

a

An
is

primary

Second, the company uses a

materials

"light-weighting",

Improvement .

productivity

responsibility of the packaging function.
substantial

First, The packaging

which

that

show

in turn will

tremendous
effect

a

reduction in purchase price of the materials.
Packaging deve 1opment at the packaging function
usually

refers

to

development

of

in this sense

"sa les-st imulat ing"

packaging.

Because the company is in a highly competitive industry, it makes good
sense that the packaging, function continually work on development of
packaging which motivates the consumer to buy their product, thereby
maintaining a competitive

advantage in ·the marketplace.

The importance of packaging specifications is corre 1ated to the
nature of the company's packaging operations and the emphasis on ·
11

1 ight- weight ing 11 •

high

speed beverage

The packaging of their products occurs on very
lines.

As

such light-weight-packaging has a

greater risk of failure on the lines, thus reducing efficiencies.

In

order for the packages to perform properly it becomes paramount that
the packaging function provide detailed specifications for purchasing
to contract suppliers that can provide packaging that has dimensional
and functional identity. · In other words ·all suppliers should supply
the same package every time.

2·1

Service

as

a

operations needs.
to

the

company

primary

responsibility

can

also

be

related

to

The packaging function provides a technical service
in

the

event that good or

specification correct

packaging materials arrive at the breweries yet do not run properly.
It becomes the packaging function • s respon sib i 1 i ty to eva 1uate why
they will not run and bring in people within or outside of the company
to solve the problem.

b.

Package

Development

Processes.

The

package development

process (cost reduction included) occurs in two ways in the packaging
function.

In the Can section it's by a committee approach, and in the

glass, keg section it follows a systematic approach.

In either case

ideas for package development can come from suppliers, marketing, or
the packaging function.
The committee approach used by the Can sect ion appears to be a
highly effective method.

The committees are made up of members of the

packaging function and other high ranking personnel from operations,
purchasing, engineering, etc., who have decision making power.

The

Can section works with these conmittee members to set up plans and
schedules for packaging development activities.
as

the

coordinator

accomplished

and

to

ensure

progress

that

according

The Can section works

development
to

plan.

activities

Results

are

are
then

reported back to the conmittee for further input and progression on
the project if needed.
To

illustrate

the

development

process

in

the

Glass .section,

consider the following example for a glass bottle.
When an idea 1s generated 1n the form of a sketch or model for a
new bottle design the first step--for. the packaging function is .to
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contact a glass company specified by purchasing and discuss design
parameters based on the mode 1 or sketch.

The g 1ass· company is then

requested to prepare an initial detailed drawing and lucite bottle.
The glass company may make more than one drawing and lucite battle.
When this has been accomp 1 i shed the packaging function wi 11 take the
battle

and drawing to marketing to

see

if

it meets their

needs.

Marketing will present the preliminary "dressed" lucite bottle for top
management

approval.

The

initial

design

is also discussed with

engineering and operations to see if it can be run and if change parts
are needed.
approved

If everything

is satisfactory and top management has

the glass company can proceed on a unit mold of the bottle

design.
When it has been established .that a glass company can supply the
bottle,

'

secondary package development for the design conmences.

At

this time the glass company and secondary packaging supp 1 i ers are
working up costs and drawing detailed blue prints.
When the packaging function rece 1ves the tota 1 cost and detailed ·
blue prints, they schedule a meeting with all concerned parties · such
as marketing, operations, supplies purchasing, and quality assurance,
to work out the pros and cons of the design.

Engineering gets copies

of the blue prints too so that they can go to their suppliers for
change parts.

Inventory management becomes involved in order to find

out when the change parts will come in so p 1ant time can be b 1ocked
off.
By this time, the packaging function is able to give marketing a
date by which the total package will be available.
start cQIJIIIercials and point of sale material.

Marketing can then
Now the first unit

molds are made and delivered to the packaging function. The packaging
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function then runs preliminary lab tests such as dimensional analysis
and fi 11 capacity.

If the unit mold checks out and receives top

management approval, the packaging function gives them to engineering
so that their change part suppliers may use them.

Operations also

gets the bottle and blue prints to become more familiar with impending
changes.

The first samples of the secondary packaging also come in at

this time and must be checked out.

Quality assurance becomes involved

at this time to check colors and other specifics on the secondary
packaging.
and

If the unit mold of the bottle is approved functionally

dimensionally

then

the

glass

company

is

authorized

to

make

production molds .
Supp 1 i es purchasing now finds out through marketing how many to
make and notifies the glass company.

When the production molds are

ready, actua 1 packaging may commence on a predetermined date.

The

packaging function will be present at ·the start up for assistance and
problem solving.
Th i s ex amp 1e ref 1ect s the coordinating ro 1e that the packaging
function plays in the development process.

If the new deve 1opment

replaces an existing bottle then secondary packaging would also become
involved early in the process·, and would work to minimize obsolete
materials inventory.
The development process is illustrated in Figure 3.

3.

Response To The

represents
interviewed.

a

Issues.

cumulative description

The discussion for each
from

the

responses

of

issue
those

The issues are described in the literature review ·and

are listed in the questionnaire, which is included in the appendix of
this report.
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Figure 3. Package Development Process of the Beer Company Packaging
Function
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a.

Interdisciplinary.

The

study of the

packaging

reinforces the description of interdisciplinary.
primary

responsibilities

interfaces are many.

and

activities,

the

function

In performing their
packaging

function's

They include operations, purchasing, marketing,

quality assurance, marketing creative services, traffic, engineering,
suppliers, corporate subsidiaries,. traffic, and others.

The packaging

function has the most contact with operations, quality assurance, and
purchasing.

b.

Timing.

surprising result.

The response on the issue of timing brought a
As described in the literature review there appear

to be no problems with timing in the packaging function.
the

company

development.

seem

to

be

However,

aware

at

of

times

the

time

tables

top management

Most within
for

package

requests

package

development in accelerated time frames .. This requires that some steps
in

the

11

systemat i c 11

deve 1opment

process

be

e 1 i mi nated .

The

implications for this are higher package development costs at greater
risk.

c.

Communications.

Conrnun.ications for the packaging function are·

very important, as evidenced by their interdisciplinary nature and
high number of contacts.
to this issue varied.

Within the packaging function the response

Communications
to other functions and suppliers
. . .. .
.---....
.

,

~

~

were considered to be good, however communications with top management
is limited.

Some members of the packaging function felt there is not

enough conmunications with top management.
packaging

function's

reporting

relationship

This may be because the
is

two

levels

below

divisional management, and three levels below company top management.
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d.
was

Perceptions.

a

varied

With regards to the issue of perceptions there

response.

In

general

the

recognized for the expertise they provide .
outs ide of the company.

packaging

function

is

This is true within and

However the consensus of those interviewed

was that top management sometimes does not adhere to recommendations
that the packaging function provides.

e.
from

Resources .

three

budget

funding; an R
capital

Resources are provided to the packaging function

&0

sources.

An

official

budget

for administrative
proj~cts;

and a

projects and equipment.

The

budget for longer range development

expenditure

budget

for major

first two budgets are supplied through normal

channels, whereas the

third requires a formal request to top management.
funds are supplied by the subsidiaries

served .

Non-beer packaging
This could present a

problem if services were no longer required and funds cut off.

This

in fact has happened, but the packaging function was able to justify
It appears that the

and absorb the personne 1 into the organization.

packaging function is supplied with adequate resources to meet their
mission .

f.

Long Range Planning.

The packaging function does participate

in short term and mid-range planning in the form of committees and
tasks

forces.

However

it

appears

there

planning except for cost reduction programs.

is

no

formal

long

range

It doesn't appear to be

a detriment to the packaging function's performance or their ability
to accomplish missions and objectives.

g.

Decision Processes.

The complexity of decision processes was

shown partially by the glass package development example, showing the
many

areas

involved,

and

their

responsibilities.

Decisions

development work can be recommending, endorsing, or terminal.

in

However

from the standpoint of a completed project such as development of a
new bottle, the decision from the packaging function is recommending.
The

chairman

of

the

corporation

makes

all

terminal

packaging

decisions.

4.

Defining FPM at the Beer Company.

Taking into account the

preceding text, FPM at the beer company may be defined as:
The process of allocating an organization•s inputs (Packaging Function
and

Allocated

Resources)

by

planning,

organizing,

directing,

and

controlling for the purpose of producing outputs (Package Development,
Specification

Writing,

Service,

Cost

Reduction)

customers (Interdisciplinary, Top Management,

is performed with and through personnel

business environment.

by

Ultimate Consumer)

that the organization objectives are accomplished.
work

desired

its
so

In the process

in an ever-changing

Activities of the packaging function for the

beer company are listed in Table II.

B.

RESULTS FROM THE CONSUMER FOODS COMPANY

1.

Background.

The packaging function is positioned in a major

midwestern consumer foods company.

The company produces and se 11 s

dairy goods , refrigerated products, dry grocery, and cheese products
to name a few.

There -a re literally hundreds of variations of these

product and package types for the consumer market.

In addition the

Table II . ACTIVITIES OF THE FOUR FUNCTIONS:

THE BEER COMPANY

PLANNING

CONTROLLING

DIRECTING

ORGANIZING

Packaging Committees
Specifications
Tecmical Seminars
Technical Journals
Supplier Liaison
Competitor Package
Obsolete Packaging
Development Of
Testing Equi~t
Development Of
Specialized Packaging
Machinery

Packaging Committees
Specifications
Package Testing
Cost Reduction
Supplier Liaison
Field Shipment
Testing
Problem Solving
Plant Support
Coordinating
Package Development
Obsolete Packaging
Supplier
Qualifications

Packaging
Committees
Specifications
Functional
Organization

Functional
Organization

company also

has

interests

in

industrial

foods .

The company

is

generally recognized as a leader in the industry, and takes great
pride in the · packaging of its products, as several major packaging
awards they have received suggests.
The role of the packaging function in the past has been influenced
by

trends

within

the company.

For example,

the company was

an

operations driven company in the decade of the 60's, emphasizing high
quality, low cost products.

In the decade of the 70's the company was

marketing driven, emphasizing product differentiation and aggressive
marketing strategies.
Consequently,
package

the packaging function

deve 1opment

operations era.

support

emphasizing

was motivated to
cost

reduction

provide
in

the

The marketing era produced a fast paced environment

in which the packaging function was

in a reactive mode providing

packaging support to marketing and operations needs.

2<)

The

organizational

alignment.
to

the

structure

in

the

70 1 s

was

a

technology

The packaging function was led by a director who reported

vice-president of technology.

The packaging function

separated into rigid and flexible packaging labs.

was

Each of the 1abs

were headed up by a manager.
Short term package deve 1opment and 1ong term packaging research
and development activities were supposed to be occurring within this
alignment according to their separate technologies.
the

reactive

nature of the

environment

and

the

However due to
evolution

of

new

packaging technologies these two activities were beginnini to merge.
The decade of the 80 1 s saw the continued evolution of the company. ·
The primary marketing
technology

environment.

influence was blending
In

late

1985 the

into a marketing and
packaging function

was

reorganized to reflect the long term commitment to technology while
st i 11

fu 1 f i 11 i ng the short term day to day needs of marketing and

operations.

This alignment is shown in Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure

6.

The packaging function reports directly to the Technology Division
of the company.
divided

The packaging function is headed by a director and is

into two

labs,

Packaging

Research and Support Services (PRSS).

Development

(PO)

and

Packaging

PO is organized similar to the

marketing department of the company, by product/ category.

PRSS is

organized by discipline with groups that have expertise in package
technology, design, and testing.
This alignment allows PRSS to work in a long term environment to
develop new packaging technologies for the company products. The PO
alignment strengthens communications between the groups they support.
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Figure 4. Organizational Chart 1 - The Consumer Foods Company
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2.

Mission,

Responsibilities,

and

Activities

of FPM.

This

sect ion is based on the combination of results of the company data
(job

descriptions)

and

personnel

interviews

of

members

of

the

packaging function.
The overriding mission of the packaging function is to provide
packaging which is most preferred by consumers, at the lowest cost,
and highest quality of any company in the food industry.

This

is

being accomp 1 i shed from the organization of the packaging function
into two labs:

Packaging Development - which seeks to develop new

1.

or improved packaging at the most effective ( funct i ana 1) cost means
that

conform to

the

high

quality

standards

of

the

company.

2.

Packaging Research and Support Services - whose mission is to bring
about

new packaging technologies

and

new

innovations

in

packaging

design that will enhance the acceptance of company products and make
them superior to the competition.
The packaging function is 1ed by a director who has the over a 11
responsibility for packaging research and development in the company.
The

director

department

so

manages
that

and
the

provides
packaging

direction
function

to
may

those
provide

within

the

packaging

research and development support in order to meet the overall needs of
the company.
The director

is

in a

high exposure position which allows

for

interaction with other directors, brand managers, and vice presidents
of marketing and operations.

This exposure provides a necessary high

level communications link to those outside of the packaging function.
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a.

PRSS Laboratory.

PRSS is led by a manager who has the overall

responsibility for planning, coordination, supervising, and reporting
to insure successful packaging technology research is accomplished.
To accomp 1 ish this goa 1 the manager monitors and contra 1s budgets,
assigns proper personnel to and initiates projects, evaluates supplier
technologies,

and

keeps

marketing,

operations,

and

techno 1ogy

management informed.
The manager coordinates with PO and other Technology Division
group labs.

He stays abreast of packaging techno 1ogi es by working

with suppliers of packaging and raw materials, and maintains relations
with packaging and plastic industry trade and technical associations.
PRSS as its name suggest is concerned with two areas in the total
mission of the packaging function:

research and support services.

Research operates in a long term environment whereas support services
works in a short term environment.
Each group within PRSS has short term activities which they are
Packaging Evaluation is responsible for testing of

responsible for.

a 11 packaging materia 1s used by the company, and for studies of food
performance

as

a

result

of

packaging

distribution

interactions.

Testing includes:
-physical testing
-materials testing
-materials characterization
-shelf life testing
-and computer applications
They work very closely with the PO lab to design and perform tests
which simulate expected real environment conditions of the mate.r ials
and

packages that are under development.

This

is accomplished by
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striving to maintain "state of the are• tests and testing equipment.
also

They

provide

technical

assistance to

others

outside

of

the

packaging function.
Advance

Packaging Design Concept

is responsible for providing

creative and innovative structura 1 package design concepts for a 11
company divisions.
which

meet

The group develops primary package design concepts

packaging

and

marketing

objectives

while

taking

into

account aesthetics, functionality, producibility, consumer acceptance
and cost.
The Design group's activities include:
-preparing renderings, engineering drawings, three dimensional models,
and graphics
-coordination with all packaging groups, marketing, marketing creative
services,

production,

purchasing,

legal,

and

outside

packaging

suppliers
-maintaining a library of samples collected in the U.S. and abroad, in
supermarkets, and specialty shops
-deve 1opment

of

a

techn i ca 1

packaging

background

by

at tending

production and printing runs
-making other supporting groups within the company aware of theirexpertise by giving "table-top" seminars
-and monitoring changes

in consumer packaging needs to relate

to

existing products and packages of the company
The Design group provides support and services to PO by providing
component

sketches,

photographs,

CAD

drawings,

three-dimensional

models and the like from an aesthetic and functional packaging design
viewpoint.
view,

The group prov1·des t hi s serv i ce from a ••systems•• point of

taking into account the cross-functional nature of packaging
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while striving to provide an innovative design that meets the needs of
all concerned.

They also remain keenly aware of packaging designs in

a 11 areas of the company and l oak to see if the concept or package
from one area may be used in a different area.
The

Container

Technology

and

research groups are responsible

Films

and

Lamination

Technology

for research into and identification

of new and existing packaging material and process technologies which
will

provide

coordinate

the

with

company

with

a

packaging

all

competitive
groups,

advantage.

marketing,

They

operations,

engineering, quality assurance, and financial purchasing.

The groups

p 1ay a supporting ro 1e by providing their techn i ca 1 expertise to PO
for solution of packaging projects.
Packaging Process Development is responsible for coordinating the
operation

of

pilot

plant

machines

and

equipment

packaging function plans and objectives.
material
with

in

support

of

The group keeps abreast of

resins and plastic processing equipment through discussion

material

and

equipment

suppliers,

and

The

seminars.

group

provides service and support to the design group and PO by making up
three dimensional

They also provide consulting

samples.

services

based on their vast knowledge of mold technologies.
In

the

technologies
future.

long

term

PRSS

seeks

out

and

and processes that are four

develops

new

packaging

to five years

into the

They work to understand consumer fundamenta 1s for the same

time frame , and understand and take advantage of the product/package
link.
The

discovery

and

development

of

the

new

technologies

and

processes, occurs by maintaining close relationships with suppliers,
by

forming

partnerships

with

suppliers

that

have

a

promising
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technology

or

forming

a

partnership

with

a

supplier

who

technical expertise that meets the needs of the company.

has

a

Packaging

Process Development aids in this effort by producing samples where
secrecy or other concerns exist.

Packaging Evaluation takes part in

this effort by performing tests to see if the sample meets company
requirements.
Consumer

fundamentals

are

those

package

attributes

such

as

aesthetics,

convenience, and structure which the consumer desires in

a package.

In order to find out these attributes, the Design group

writes up a request stating objectives, strategies, needs,
results

to

administers

be

obtained.

Marketing

consumer tests

using

the

Research

then

parameters

and the

develops

and

specified by the

Design group, collects results, and reports them back to PRSS.
The Container and Materials groups of PRSS work in close concert
with

Product Development of the company to

technologies in the very beginning.

link the product and

Working together they can develop

a better understanding of where the new technologies will fit in the
future needs of the company; that is, deve 1op a technology from a
concept stage to a commercially feasible stage.
In summary PRSS strives to work together in order to identify and
deve 1op new packaging technologies where consumer fundamenta 1s and
product development ideals are integrated into the process.

b.
primarily
projects.

The PO lab is

PO Laboratory.
responsible
The

for

manager

the

effective

provides

led by a manager who
execution

technical

personne 1, p 1ans, and works with the budget.
responsible for some special projects.

guidance

of
to

is

packaging
PO

lab

The manager is a 1so

He interfaces with marketing,

}S

operations,

and

other

technology

groups

up

to

the

vice-president

level, thus enabling selling of programs to technology management and
support groups.
The

PO

lab

is

composed

of

four

groups:

Grocery

Products,

Refrigerated Products, Dairy Products, and Venture and Food Services.
These groups are responsible for the execution and maintenance of a
broad range of packaging
engineering,

and

projects, encompassing creativity, design,

equipment.

They

work

directly

with

marketing,

operations, and suppliers at all reporting levels.
Involvement in packaging projects varies with experience and job
level.

Group leaders are primarily responsible for managing their

personnel,

planning,

budgeting,

and

special

projects.

Packaging

engineers can work independently or under supervision to carry out all
phases of project management .
The PO lab generally works in the areas of project management.
They

either

initiate

packaging

development

projects

or

support

projects that other operating divisions initiate, usually marketing or
operations.

The activities of project management include:

-development and sign off of packaging specifications (specifications
are controlled by a group outside of the packaging function)
-improve

current

and

development

of

new

packaging

(primary

and

secondary) that is consistent with production equipment and marketing
direction
-assist in plant start up and trouble shooting
-carry out cost reduction and supplier qualifications
-prepare and present formal and informal reports
-take part in package testing, analyzing and reporting of results
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The

four

groups

of

the

lab

particular product category.

work

on

projects

The Grocery,

within

Refrigerated,

their

and Dairy

groups operate under the same basic philosophy, which is to develop
cost effective quality packages.
Venture and Food Services operates under a slightly different
philosophy.
products

Venture is responsible for getting new and innovative

and

packages

to

market

as

quickly

as

relegates cost effectiveness to a lesser status.
product

is

accepted

by

the

consumer the

possible,

which

However, after the

packaging

needs

may

be

delegated to one of the other groups and their philosophy. Food

Service,

institutional

on

the

markets.

other

That market

hand,

provides

packages

to

is very cost sensitive, which

implies that cost effectiveness of the package is paramount.

Thus the

primary mission in Food Services is packagjng cost reduction.
The role of the package development engineer (POE) is that of a
coordinator.
example:

To

illustrate

this

point,

consider

the

following

The POE is requested to participate in a team meeting called

and led by a marketing project brand leader.

Marketing has identified

a need in the market place and requires a new product and package to
be deve 1oped.

Present at this meeting are representatives of PO,
marketing,

PRSS/Design

group,

development,

marketing

research,

operations,
regulatory

purchasing,
affairs

and

product
others.

Discussion about the new idea commences and time tables are set.
PO is charged with the responsibility to develop a package for the
product.

In it i a 11 y the rna in concern of the POE

development and marketing.

is with

product

The package will be developed based on the

needs and wants of marketing, and the product characteristics provided
by product development.

It is the POE's responsibility to find these
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things out.

At the same time he works with operations to see where

the product/package will

be run, on an existing 1i r.e or new 1 i ne.

This initial research provides the POE with a good idea about what
type of package will solve the problem.
The

POE then

works

with the

technologies and design work.
marketing

parameters

dimensional models.

in

order

PRSS

lab

for

finding

The Design group
to

develop

available

is provided with

drawings

and

three

The POE at this time may also work on developing

secondary packaging and pallet efficiencies using computer software
programs.

Any undesirable situations discovered will be · reported to

marketing for their input.
After the three dimensional model

is completed the POE takes the

model(s) to marketing to see if this is what they want .

If a model is

chosen and approved by marketing the POE ·reviews it with operations to
determine if new or change parts are needed .

If purchased equipment

is necessary the model is reviewed with engineering.
After receiving inputs from all concerned parties a final package
design is developed which trys to balance everyone•s needs.
then

determines

serveral

Working with purchasing,

suppliers

who

can

supply

drawings are sent out to

estimates of cost are requested.

the

The POE
package.

suppliers and

Purchasing has the final say on the

supplier(s) to be used.
A "unit tool" is then developed for the package and a production
sample made from this tool is shown to marketing by the POE to be sure
it meets their needs.

Samp 1es are also provided to engineering in

order that they may be sent to machine manufacturers.

Operations is

provided with a sample to determine if any changes are required to
existing lines.

~I

The

POE

starts

running

preliminary tests

such as dimensional

analysis and fill capacity to see if it meets marke:t ing needs.
changes

have to

be made

it

is

If

the res pons ibi 1 ity of the POE to

coordinate the change and make sure new samples go to the right people
at the right time.
If a package from the unit tool is acceptable then a large batch
of packages made from the tool
samples to all concerned parties.
product into the package.

is produced.

The POE distributes

Product development can now put the

The POE coordinates with the PRSS Testing

group in order to have the full battery of testing completed.
If all is deemed successful to this point, then production tooling
is authorized.

When the tooling is received, a small trial run is

scheduled at a plant.

Forma 1 shipping tests can then be conducted

using samples from this run.

The results are checked to see if they

correlate with the initial lab tests conducted by the testing group.
If everything proves successful the product/package may go into
The POE works at this time with suppliers helping to

test markets.
debug

any

problems,

and

with

plants

on

start-up

unt i 1

the

product/package is in full distribution.
This

example

shows

the

interdisciplinary

nature

of

packaging

development, and how the POE works to coordinate the effort.

Though

this example did not show it, the process does not always go forward.
If at any time one of the parties is not satisfied the process may go
backward a few steps, then forward again.
---.._

The PO lab may also be the initiator of packaging projects.

A

commercially available technology may be identified which may provide
a

package

that

meets

the

overall

needs

of

the . company.

This

technology must be sold to a supporting group that can provide funds,
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and then it progresses in much the same fashion as the above example.
A flow chart of the package development process is shown in Figure 7 .

c.

The Total

Picture.

To better understand the role of the

packaging function within the company, refer to Figure 8 .
seen,

the

goals

of

the

packaging

function

As can be

match those

of

upper

management .

The two labs are generally separated to work in short and

1ong

environments.

term

The

idea

being

that

new

packaging

technologies will be conmercially feasible and ready for _implemention
by PO before a support group submits a request.

In this way most

reactive requests are eliminated and the technology lag time usually
encountered in those situations is shortened.

This in turn gives the

company a competitive advantage by being able to react to the needs of
the consumer quicker than the competition.

Response To The

' 3.

represents
interviewed.

a

cumulative

Issues.
description

The discussion
from

the

for each

re5ponses

of

issue
those

The issues are described in the 1iterature review and

are listed in the questionnaire which is included in the appendix of
this report.

a.

Interdisc i plinary.

point quite well.
purchasing,

PO and

The packaging function illustrate s this
PRSS work with marketing,

marketing research,

regulatory affairs,

product development, suppliers and a hos t of others.

operations,

legal, QA,

QC,

4 .\

PAC!(AG!NG BJNCT!ON

eo...J..6II

QFfQADOt§

PROQifCI CEVfl OpMfNf

. Etr..HfRt(i

PtJf?C HAS! N G

ffi:iS...I.6II
RUN ON Nf.W OR
EXISllNG 1JNE

PIIOOUCT
CHARACTERISTICS

INPUT

WHICH SUPPUEilS

TRtA1. RUN.
SAME AS UNIT
TOOl SAMPLE
MEETNEEDS .

SAMPI.£5
PRODUCED

Figure 7. Package Development Process- The Consumer Foods Company
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I
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~
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SHORT TERM (REACTNE)

I
SUPPORT GROUP
IDENTIFIES PROJECT

SUPPORT SERVICES
·DESIGN
·CONSULTING
·TESTING

COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE
TECHNOLOGY

I
I

I
FINAL PACKAGE

·IDENTIFY TECHNOLOGY
·UNDERSTAND CONSUMER
FUNDAMENTALS
·DEFINE PROBLEM IN
TECHNICAL TERM$

SELL IDEA TO SUPPORT
GROUP
COORDINATION PROCESS

LONG TERM (PROACTNE)
4-SYEARS

·DEFINE TECHNICAL NEEDS
COORDINATION PROCESS

...

I
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·RESEARCH
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Figure 8. Descriptive Flow Chart Of The Consumer Foods Company
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b.

Timing.

There is an ongoing concern with this issue, and it

usually occurs because of the high turnover rate of marketing project
brand leaders.

They m~y move to another brand team before a package

development project may be complete~.
have to be revised.

Thus ideas and time tables may

This places a heavy burden on the coiTillunication

ski 11 s of the packaging deve 1opment engineer to make the new project
leader aware of packaging timing needs.

c.

Communications.

packaging function.

This is the most important issue within the

CoiTillun i cations between top management and the

packaging function must and do perform properly enabling the function
to get the budgetary support for their technology and development
projects.
the

From the standpoint of the non-management personnel within

packaging

function

communications , are

paramount

and

must

be

continually worked on to insure that effective performance levels are
achieved.

d.

Perceptions.

From the group director level to top management,

the packaging function is perceived as knowledgeable and beneficial to
the company, particularly PO.

PO has been and is a proven performer.

However PRSS is still in its infancy and its true benefits have yet to
be realized.

The packaging function has strived to improve their

presentations so that they are perceived as professionals, which seems
to be working.
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e.

Resources.

Resources for the packaging function come from two

sources, a headquarters allocated budget for long range projects and
funds provided by operating divisions.
under

sponsored

budgets,

usually

The PO lab operates primarily

from

marketing

and

operations.

Divisions provide funding to PO for projects that they or PO request.
This has potential for problems if a supporting group were to withdraw
support.

However, through good coiTITiuni cations and negotiation th; s

has not been a problem.
through

headquarters

The main source of funding for PRSS

allocation.

In

this

case

top

is

management

recognizes that iiTITiediate benefits from PRSS may not occur in the
short term (except for support and service activities) and that there
are risks

in committing funds to long term projects .

However top

management is aware of and appreciative of the benefits that may be
realized.

f.

Long Range Planning.

The packaging function by nature of

their organization is committed to long range planning.

The function

recently implemented classical strategic planning and is committed to
continuing the practice.

g.
decisions

From a final

Decision Processes.
coming

recommendations.

out

of

the

packaging

package point of view
function

are

strictly

Supporting groups that provide funding have final or

terminal decision making capacity.
vice-president 1eve 1 .

That decision is usually made at a

However at the deve 1opment and research stage

decisions can be recommending, endorsing, or terminal, particularly
with issues such as safety, regulation or technology.

4.
account

Defining FPM at the Consumer Foods Company .

Taking into

the

defined

preceding

text,

FPM

at

the

company

is

in

conventional management terms as:
The

process

of

allocating

an

organization's

inputs

(Packaging

Function, Budgeted Resources) by planning, organizing, directing, and
controlling

for

the

purpose

of

producing

Development and Research (package design

outputs

(Packaging

included)) desired by its

customers (Interdisciplinary, Ultimate Consumer) so that organization
objectives
accomplished.

(High

quality,

Low

cost,

#1

Foods

Company)

are

In the process work is performed in an ever-changing

business environment.

Activities of the packaging function of the

consumer foods company are listed in Table III.
Table III.ACTIVITIES OF THE FOUR FUNCTIONS:
PLANNING
Develop Packaging
Seminar
Develop New
Package Technology
Package Specifications
Package Audit
Supplier Liaison
Supplier Partnership
Technical Seminar
Technical Journal
Pilot Plant Activities

CONSUMER FOODS COMPANY

CONTROLLING

DIRECTING

ORGANIZING

Packaging Testing
Seminar
Packaging Cost
Reduction
Plant Support
Problem Solving
Package Design
Project Hana~t
Coordinating
Supplier
Qualifications
New Package
Development
Improved Package

Supplier liaison
Supplier Partnership
fla'letional
Organization
Package Seminar
Project Management

fla'lC tiona 1

Devel~t

Supplier Partnership

Organization

c.

DISCUSSION
Comparing the literature definition to the beer company definition

of

FPM

reveals

significant

differences.

For

instance

packaging

procurement and design are not major responsibilities of the packaging
function.

Package procurement is the responsibility of purchasing at

the company.
marketing
control

Package design at the company is the responsibility of

creative

services and

over graphics,

suppliers.

aesthetics,

and shape .

Creative services

has

Packaging suppliers

provide variations of design that creative services and top management
consider and choose from .
Packaging R

&

0 is not a major responsibility but the function

continually monitors technology which may benefit the company and the
corporation.

Specifications, service, and cost reductions are major

responsibilities of the function rather than activities because of the
nature of the product/package a 1 i gnment within the company and the
nature of their operations .
The

company's

product,

beer,

is

usually

packaged

in

primary

packages of glass bottles, cans, and several variations of secondary
packaging on very high speed packaging 1 i nes.

This dictates that

materials and packages received from all suppliers be dimensionally
and functionally capable of performing on these lines without failure .
Therefore

it

specifications

becomes
for

paramount that the function develop detailed

that

purpose.

In

conjunction

with

this

the

function also must work with operations and suppliers in providing a
technical

service to insure that problems with packages are solved

quickly and effectively.

The

function's

alignment

in

packaging

materials

concern

with

the Administration
that

the

cost--

·
red uct1on

re fl ec t s

Divl·sl·on an d the vast

company

uses.

The

t heir

amount

of

Administration

Division like any other division within the company is concerned with
maintaining return on investment.

The packages that the company uses

have a tremendous capability for cost reductions, usually in the form
of light-weighting.

Thus cost reduction is a major responsibility of

the function.
Comparing
activities

the

reveals

activities
that

they

of

the

are

function

very

to

similar.

the

literature

However

their

placement under a particular function is attributed to the emphasis
that the company puts in that activity.

An activity not ant;cipated

in the literature is obsolete package materials disposal.

This is an

activity where the Secondary packaging ·section works with purchasing
to minimize write off of packages and materials when a new package is
implemented into the system.

The comparison of the beer company to

the literature is summarized in Table IV.
The comparison of the consumer foods company FPM definition to the
1 iterature definition shows some differences.

Packaging procurement

is not a responsibility of the packaging function and package design
is

a part of Packaging Research and Support Services.

design in the function

Packaging

is concerned with funct i ona 1 and structura 1

attributes whereas graphical and label design responsibilities occur
in marketing.
There is a large difference in the number of different activities
listed under the four functions,

and where they are placed.

This

probably can be attributed to the function's c011111itment to packaging
research and development and the approach taken to achieve it.

The
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Table IV. COMPARING THE BEER COMPANY TO THE LITERATURE

UTERATIJRE Ef'M DEEIN!DON

THE BEER COMPANY
EPM QEEINIDON
RESpQNS!BIL!T!ES

PACKAGE PROCUREMENT

f\0

PACKAGE DESIGN

f\0

PACKAGE R&D

LIMITED

YES

PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT

SPECIFICATIONS
SERVICE
COST REDUCTION
ACIIYITIES
SIMILAR

SIMILAR
OBSOLETE PACKAGE
MATERIALS

most surprising insight occurs in the ,area of specifications.

The

function develops and signs off on packaging specifications, however a
group outside of the function controls specifications.

The comparison

of the literature to company is summarized in Table V.
Comparing the FPH definitions of the two companies points to
several major differences · and some similarities.

As noted previously

the beer company packaging function does not take part in any package
design while the consumer foods company packaging function does.

The

consumer foods company places much more emphasis in packaging research
than does the beer company.
Similarities occur in - the areas of package development between the
two functions.

The Glass section approach of the beer company and the

Packaging Development lab approach in the consumer foods company are
very much alike.
compan i es

Play a

It appears that the packaging engineers of both
coordinating

role.

The Can

section

committee
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approach to package development in the beer company differs from that
of the consumer foods company, though there 1· s st 1"11 a coordinating
role.
The activ i ties of the two functions are virtually identical
with

the

exception

of

obsolete

packaging

materials

at

the

beer

company.
Comparing the issues between the two companies indicates further
differences and similarities.

Without quest ion both function • s are

highly interdisciplinary and realize the importance of communications.
Adequate resources are supp 1 ied to both functions yet in different
ways.

It appears that the consumer foods company places much more

emphasis in long range planning as evidenced by their structure than ·
does the beer company.
Both functions appear to be perceived well by those outside of the
functions.

There is a major difference , in decision processes between

the two functions.

Terminal packaging decision making capacity at the
Whereas at the

beer company i s the chairman of the corporation .
consumer foods

company the termi na 1 decisions occur at

group vice-president levels.

supporting

At the beer company, during the time of

this case study the packaging function was in a reactive mode in the
Glass and Secondary sections working on projects requested by the
terminal decision maker, at accelerated time frames.

This seemed to

have an effect on the morale of some members of the function.
It would appear that differences between the two companies occur
for

several

companies

reasons.

The alignment of the

functions

within

the

seems to have an effect on primary responsibilities and

their emphasis.

The beer company's packaging function administration

a 1 i gnment dictates cost reduction as important·

The consumer food

company's packaging function technology alignment shows a commitment
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to long term research activities.
they

should

be

aligned

under

Most beer company members felt that
divisions

other

than

because it places too much emphasis on cost reduction.

Administration
The consumer

foods company members felt that their alignment in Technology was the
correct and logical choice.
The

product/market

responsibilities.

served

has

an

impact

on

primary

The beer company is in the beer industry which has

a relatively small number and small variation of package forms .

The

availability for new package or sales stimulating package development
at the beer company is limited compared to the consumer foods company .
They work in the area of consumer foods which has literally hundreds
of variations of products and packages.

This particular

~ndustry

lends itself well to development of sales stimulating packages and the
packaging

function

operates

and

is

·organized

accordingly .

comparison of the two companies is provided in Table VI .

The

5.1

Table V.

COMPARING THE CONSUMER FOODS COMPANY TO THE LITERATURE

LITERATURE FPM DEFINITION

THE CONSUMER FOODS
COMPANY FPM DEFINITION

RESPONSIBILITIES
PACKAGE PROCUREMENT
PACKAGE DESIGN

FUNCTIONAL AND STRUCTURAL
YES. GRAPHICS AND LABELS NO

PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT

YES

PACKAGE R&D

YES

ACTIVITIES
FEWER ACTIVITIES

PARTIALLY DUE TO RESEARCH
AND TECHNOLOGY
SPECIFICATIONS DEVELOPMENT.
SIGN OFF. NO CONTROL
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Table VI. COMPARING THE BEER COMPANY TO THE CONSUMER FOODS COMPANY

THE BEER COMPANY

THE CONSUMER FOODS COMPANY
RESPONSIBILITIES

NO PACKAGE DESIGN

FUNCTIONAL AND STRUCTURAL
PACKAGE DESIGN

PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT
SIMILAR APPROACH
COORDINATING ROLE

PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT
SIMILAR APPROACH
COORDINATING ROLE
ACTIVITIES

OBSOLETE PACKAGE
MATERIALS

MORE EMPHASIS ON NEW
MATERIALS. PROCESSES. AND
TECHNOLOGIES
ISSUES

TOP MANAGEMENT TERMINAL
PACKAGING DECISIONS

TERMINAL PACKAGING
DECISIONS DISPERSED AT VP
LEVEL

LIMITED EMPHASIS ON
LONG RANGE PLANNING

HEAVY EMPHASIS ON LONG
RANGE PLANNING

APPARENT REASONS FOR DIFFERENCE
ADMINISTRATION/PRODUCTIVITY
IMPROVEMENT ALIGNMENT
SMALL NUMBER OF PACKAGES
HIGH SPEED LINES
POTENTIAL FOR COST REDUCTION

TECHNOLOGY ALIGNMENT
PRODUCT /SERVED
HUNDREDS OF PACKAGES
POTENTIAL FOR SALES
STIMULATING PACKAGING
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V. CO !\:CI .CSlONS

A.

DISCUSSION
The

analysis

of th1"s

case

st udy 1n
· d"1ca t es

t hat packaging

is

important to the companies and that specializat1"on 1·s occurring in
regards to packaging management.

The literature reviewed indicated

several distinct areas to be included in FPM.

This case study showed

that package procurement and package design to a certain extent are
managed by areas outside of the packaging function.
Activities
1 iterature

and

responsibilities

FPM definition

anticipated.

that

were

classified

in

were found to occur in areas other than

At the beer company, cost reduction and specifications

are considered primary responsibilities instead of activities.
consumer

foods

activities .

the

At the

company they are considered as package deve 1opment

The

literature also suggests that

specifications

and

service should be the sole activities of FPM.(8,15) This case study
indicates otherwise as the company FPM definitions show.
The

comparisons

of

the

companies

show

that

organizational

structure and alignment in the firm play a key role in determining the
responsibilit i es and activities of FPM and the amount of emphasis they
receive.
Division
control.
company,

The packaging function•s alignment under the Administration
of the

beer company

places

a

primary

emphasis

on

cost

In the case of the packaging function of the consumer foods
their alignment

in

emphasis

Technology and current organizational

structure

indicate

areas

in

package

development,

and

research.

Their structure also points out the importance of seeking
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out new technologies to be made available for package development
before it is needed.
Products and markets served and nature of operations also dictate
emphasis areas.

The beer company's high speed packaging operations

and large quantities of packaging materials used compel the packaging
function

to

place

high

priorities

on

specifications and

service.

Whereas the consumer foods company serves an industry where innovative
packaging

can

provide

a

competitive edge.

Thus

their

packaging

function is organized to take advantage of that fact.
Top management's

role

in

FPM

comparison of the two companies.

shows

a marked contrast

in

the

At the consumer foods company, top

management is aware of the importance of FPM as evidenced by their
commitment

of

resources

to

high

risk

long

term

research.

Top

management is the ultimate decision maker, and at times has changed
the beer company's packaging function mission to be opposite that of
1ow cost packaging.
cases

is

It appears that the packaging function in some

in a reactive mode to top management requests.

This is

directly opposite of the situation at the consumer foods company.
In general the case study and comparison of the companies showed
significant differences

in how they were organized and what their

primary responsibilities were.

In the study by Maguire,(l2) he shows

the organization a 1 structure of the company studied to be simi 1ar to
the packaging function of the consumer foods company.
primary
function

responsibilities

identified

of the beer company.

are

Also,

similar

to

However the
the

the development application

reported shows great similarity to the two examples given
study.
packaging

packaging

in this

It would appear from this case study, and Maguire's, that
management

organizations

can

operate

different 1y

yet
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successfully to achieve the end result of providing the lowest cost
package that meets the quality standards of the company.

B.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Through this study and review of the 1 i terature,

further

research

propositions

that

in

packaging

some

aspects

applicable have been confirmed.
present current FPM methods,
further research.

management
of

the

is

literature

the need for

indicated;
are

no

and
longer

This paper has made an effort to

and these suggest ions are offered for

Imp 1ement i ng these recommendations could serve to

build the literature and knowledge base of packaging management under
the conditions listed in

11

The Basis Of The Study 11 section of this

report.
Studies could be performed, structured like the current study, but
confining it to companies serving the same market.

For instance a

study could be conducted which compares consumer foods companies only.
This permits much closer comparisons and generalizations made would be
more precise.
The same study could also be performed on companies in industrial,
military, or pharmaceutical packaging applications.

The comparisons

could then be made with companies in the same markets.
Total packaging management could be defined under the parameters
of the current study,

and the two previous recommendations.

This

would entail investigating all areas within a company that deals with
packaging.

This would

provide an

ideal

decision processes involved with packaging.

background to

study

the

5:-{

Further research opportunities exist in the areas of communication
and timing and their contr1·but1·ons t o e ff ec t•1ve pac kag 1· ng management.
This study verified their importance and further investigation cou 1d
lead to suggestions to improve them.
A study to quantifiably measure the perceptions that those outside
of a

packaging organization have toward

it may provide beneficial

information, information that could improve packaging's effectiveness
to a corporation.
Top

management's

role

in

successful

another area with opportunity for study.

packaging

management

is

This study confirms that top

management has a bearing on the mission of a packaging organization,
and the effectiveness with which

it

is accomplished .

Infcrmation

gained from further research in this area could prove beneficial to
increase

top

management's

awareness 'Of

effective

and

efficient

packaging management.
A most

interesting

study

would

involve

trying to

equate

the

"success" of the company and its relation to packaging and packaging
management.
attributes

Initially
and

criteria

"success"
would

would

need

to

have
be

to

be defined,

developed

that

then
could

quantifiably be correlated with "success".
The review of the literature suggested several possibilities as to
where packaging management should report

in a company.

Packaging

function members interviewed at the beer company also offered several
suggestions towards

a 1i gnment

in

a

company.

That would

seem to

indicate that a study be conducted to find out the most effective
reporting relationship for packaging management.
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APPE!'DIX

STUDY

QUESTIO~~AIRE

1.

What is the primary mission and purpose of the packaging function?

2.

How is this accomplished?

3.

What activities enable this to be accomplished?

4.

How effective is the alignment of your function within the company?

5.

How effective is the reporting relationship within this alignment?

Respond to the idea of the packaging department as a serv1ce function.
Respond to the idea of the packaging department as a specification
writer.
Comment on these issues from the perspective of your function and
company.
-Interdisciplinary
-Timing
-Co111Tlunications
-Perceptions
- Resources
-Long Range Planning
-Decision Processes

